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Letter from the Director

Dear Reader,

Greetings once again in this new se-

mester of 2018. 

In this new exciting period for the 

Saudi-Spanish Center of Islamic Econo-

mics and Finance (SCIEF), we are very 

pleased to share with you all the activi-

ties and results that SCIEF has achieved 

during the last few months. 

Founded in 2009, SCIEF is focused on 

adding value by means of alternative 

financing methods, the ultimate aim 

being to empower future leaders, busi-

nesses and governments by equipping 

them with the necessary tools to con-

tinue growing and adding value to so-

ciety. Over the last few years, SCIEF has 

achieved a solid position in four key 

areas: academic excellence, research, 

international awareness, and engage-

ment with the business community. 

We are proud that in the short time 

since its creation, SCIEF has become a 

reference in Europe for Islamic finance, 

highlighting some of the most exciting 

business initiatives in the field. We are 

also pleased to observe how our com-

munity of young European researchers 

is growing, a clear sign that the interest 

in Islamic Finance is growing in Europe, 

thanks to the efforts and commitment 

of organizations like SCIEF. 

SCIEF is still a young organization, 

and its success would not have been 

possible without the invaluable con-

tributions of collaborators, partners 

and friends. The new youth-engaging 

initiatives, together with our regular 

academic and research activities cons-

titute solid steps toward the SCIEF’s 

consolidation as a hub to channel exis-

ting debates and actions in the field of 

Islamic finance in Europe. 

Our aim continues to be to attract 

leading international Islamic finance 

scholars and researchers in order to 

build lasting high-level international 

connections and global partnerships, 

and to contribute to the development 

of the Islamic banking and finance in-

dustry. To make this possible, we have 

been developing numerous activities, 

and we have been representing the 

Center in various high-level conferen-

ces, events, social media and speciali-

zed press all over the world.

We are especially proud of the forthco-

ming publication of our fourth book, 

entitled “Islamic Social Finance; Entre-

preneurship, Cooperation and the Sha-

ring Economy”. 

We are excited about the rest of 2018, 

and the development of new plans 

and projects for the years to come. 

As always, we hope you enjoy reading 

this newsletter at least as much as much 

as we enjoyed putting it together. 

 

Sincerely,

Dr. Celia de Anca, 

SCIEF Director 
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SCIEF, together with the Islamic Development Bank, organized its first edition  of  the 

Fintech Islamic Finance Challenge (2017-2018). 

More than 90 candidates participated from more than 20 different countries –all mem-

bers of the IsDB– with the aim to develop ideas related to the creation of new techno-

logy tools for the Islamic finance industry. Thanks to the opportunity that the FinTech 

Islamic Finance Challenge has given them, nowadays five young entrepreneurs –de-

clared finalists by the IsDB Competition Jury– are making their projects happen. These 

projects are focused on Islamic finance and fintech.

BOOTCAMP
FinTech Islamic Finance Challenge

The FinTech Islamic Finance Challenge was born with the mission of transforming the technology-based ideas submitted by 

Islamic candidates into a finance project with social impact. That’s why this competition gave the five selected finalists the 

opportunity to live a One Week Bootcamp at IE Business School in February 2018 in Madrid, a monetary award, and a free 

mentoring program to continue developing their projects for a year.

During the IE Bootcamp in Madrid, the five finalists –who came from India, Pakistan, Lebanon and Singapore– attended 

classes in which they could develop their ideas and projects and make them grow in practical ways to prepare them for the 

international market. Also, they had the chance to attend masterclasses taught by highly competent professors and experts 

in Islamic finance, Big data, International business, and Blockchain.

The Final Pitch took place on the last day of the Bootcamp. The five finalists presented their projects to a specialized jury that 

awarded the first (USD 20,000), second (USD 10,000) and third award (USD 8,000) to the three best Fintech Islamic Finance 

projects.

Currently, the three winners have the prestige of having won an International Competition, and are further developing their 

projects with the help of the monetary awards invested in them and the free mentoring program supervised by the IsDB 

Challenge.

The IE Bootcamp in Madrid

The Competition
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Despite economic and social progress globally, there remain persistent humanitarian 

and development challenges, exacerbated by prolonged crises, climate change and 

rising inequality. Islamic Finance provides a shared foundation of social and econo-

mic justice, through inclusive participation and risk sharing principles that can bridge 

the SDG financing gap and support crisis affected communities, many from OIC mem-

ber countries. The IFRC has therefore embarked on an unprecedented exploration by 

collaboratively structuring Islamic social finance experiments across countries, with 

fintech as a key enabler for improved efficiencies and transparency. They seek to de-

monstrate how duty and dignity in financing can support humanitarian needs and 

address development challenges. 

TEEK TAKA brings innovative and sustainable solutions to the fight against poverty. 

This digital payments service is designed for those who don’t meet the requirements 

of traditional banks. They are using blockchain technology to expand financial inclu-

sion to even the remotest parts of Bangladesh. Their goal is to eradicate poverty by 

creating a more affordable, transparent and inclusive ecosystem. Together with local 

partners, they equip users with the necessary tools to achieve greater financial stabili-

ty. Their solutions always promote self-help, and because children are the most vulne-

rable to the ravages of poverty, they focus on women –their primary caretakers.

Duty and Dignity in Financing 

TEEK TAKA 

Below are the creative and innovative minds that look for solutions to improve the access to Islamic financial services 

through technology. These people are determined to contribute to a socially responsible development following the Is-

lamic finance principles. These five projects were the finalists that had the opportunity to attend the masterclasses and 

various activities in the framework of IsDB Bootcamp in Madrid on February 2018:

The 5 finalists in Madrid

BOOTCAMP
FinTech Islamic Finance Challenge
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Kapital Boost is a Singapore-based crowdfunding platform that matches SMEs in need 

of financing with global investors looking for attractive investment opportunities and 

supports community growth. The use of Islamic financing structures for asset purcha-

se financing and invoice financing ensures that their products and operations are ethi-

cal, transparent and cater to the needs of Muslims worldwide. Their key SME markets 

are Indonesia, Singapore and Malaysia, with Indonesia offering the largest market op-

portunities. As of January 2018, they have raised SGD2.4 million for 42 SME campaigns, 

from over 200 retail individuals who have invested via Kapital Boost.

Invoice Wakalah aims to establish Pakistan’s first Sharia Compliant peer-to-peer online 

invoice financing platform, which connects businesses looking for finance with inves-

tors who will help these businesses grow. In return, the investors can enjoy higher as 

well as interest-free income, and the opportunity to take part in the financial inclusion 

of Pakistan. Invoice Wakalah aims to remove operational inefficiencies around the in-

voice financing. Invoice Wakalah originates, manages and reports the financing deal 

among businesses and investors by extensively using technology.

Kapital Boost 

Invoice Wakalah 

MyFinB is a Big Data & Analytics company that helps banks and consultants evaluate 

high volumes of financial data and turn them into strategic insights using A I. MyFinB’s 

latest innovation includes incorporating Sharia modules onto its engine to evaluate 

listed and unlisted companies for compliance and quality assurance. Using a Robo-

Banker, they make bankers’ jobs easier by generating good leads, shortening proces-

sing time to evaluate credit risks, monitoring their exposure effortlessly and detecting 

red flags. With MyFinB, banks are able to manage their risk-weighted assets better, 

reduce NPLs and operating costs substantially and improve their loan margins.

MyFinB 

BOOTCAMP
FinTech Islamic Finance Challenge
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The IE Fintech Bootcamp is the leading program suppor-

ting innovative entrepreneurs in the Islamic finance ser-

vices industry. Our intensive one-week program provided 

5 selected Fintech projects with hands-on mentorship 

from over 20 industry experts, office space in the heart of 

Madrid, seed funding, and access to a global network of 

investors and corporate partners from across the Islamic 

finance and Fintech industry.

BOOTCAMP
FinTech Islamic Finance Challenge

A week of masterclasses, conferences and activities 

The program was led by André Marquet, an influential Product Management Consultant, and the best professors at IE, who 

have extensive backgrounds developing technology companies in the Islamic Finance and Fintech industry. Throughout 

the IE Bootcamp, the entrepreneurs learnt how to accelerate the growth of their businesses by conducting rapid-prototy-

ping, validating their assumptions with customers, and quickly iterating on their business models.
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A week full of activities and conferences: the five finalists had the chance to visit the IE Business School Campus and 

take a guided tour through the Islamic Heritage in Madrid. They visited the Impact Hub, an ecosystem for innovation 

and impact for professionals and companies, where investors presented alternative ways of financing to them. Also, 

they learned about the status of the Spanish economy in the world.

BOOTCAMP
FinTech Islamic Finance Challenge
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Visit to the WOW Room (Window On the World), a futuristic learning space that will employ a combination of IE’s academic 

excellence with latest generation technologies to inspire the class of the future. The aim is to bring the future of education

forward: artificial intelligence, simulations in real time, big 

data analysis, interactive robots, emotion recognition sys-

tems, and the presence of experts using holograms.

Masterclasses, taught by experts Almudena de la Mata, Ri-

cardo Mesquita, Jose María Recio and Celia de Anca. 

Conferences by Nyra Mahmood, Amal Dokhan, Concepción 

Galdón and Maysoun Douas.

BOOTCAMP
FinTech Islamic Finance Challenge
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The final event allowed everyone involved to see the growth and progress of these entrepre-

neurs, selected from among more than 90 international projects presented in the Challenge. 

Duty and Dignity in Financing, TEEK TAKA, MyFinB, Kapital Boost and Invoice Wakalah made their own presentations 

in front of the jury and personalities.

The Final Pitch
FinTech Islamic Finance Challenge
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EXPERTS, from left to right: Shakeeb Saqlain, CEO of IslamicBanker.com; Dr. Abdullah Qurban Turkistani, Dean of the Islamic Econo-

mics Institute (IEI), KAU; Luis Maldonado, IE Professor; Rafael Puyol, President of the Board of Governors of IE University; Nyra Mah-

mood, Managing Director of Simply Sharia Human Capital (SSHC); Celia de Anca, SCIEF Director; Dr. Ali Bin Mohammed Al-Bisheri, 

Cultural Attaché KSA Embassy; Dr Hisham J. Bardessi, Dean of Distance Learning KAU University; Dr. Ahmed Elkhodary, IDB Direc-

tor of Strategy & Transformation; Gonzalo Rodríguez, SCIEF General Coordinator; and Ricardo Mesquita, IE Exponential Learning.

The Final Pitch
FinTech Islamic Finance Challenge
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The FinTech Islamic Finance Challenge finished 

on 9 February 2018 with a Final Pitch Competi-

tion in which judges assessed the business pro-

gress of five entrepreneurs over the IE Bootcamp. 

 

· First place award of $20,000 for the best 

project Duty and Dignity in Finance. 

·  Second place award of $10,000 for TEEK TAKA. 

·     Third place award of $8,000 for MyFinB.

The Winners
38,000 USD in prizes!
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Islamic Finance Executive Program

In partnership with the IRTI (Islamic Research and Training Institute), the King Abdula-

ziz University and the Saudi-Spanish Center for Islamic Economics and Finance, the 4th Edi-

tion of the Islamic Finance Executive Program took place in Jeddah on March 2018.  

 

The Islamic Finance Executive Program is an interactive course that enables participants to understand the Islamic 

principles and finance tools that are key to this sector. The program provides the means to analyze, discuss, and learn 

Islamic Finance first-hand through academic sessions and round tables with expert-speakers, company visits, and 

networking opportunities right in the urban center of Saudi Arabia and principal gateway to Mecca: the city of Jeddah. 
 

This international program is designed for executives who 

are interested in doing business in the Arab world, and/or 

wish to gain knowledge and contacts in the Islamic finance 

sector.

During this edition, the participants included CEOs, mana-

ging directors, general managers, strategy directors, chief 

representatives, functional directors, and international busi-

ness development managers, who were interested in ente-

ring or further developing their stronghold in this thriving 

sector.
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Islamic Finance Executive Program

The program included several sessions: The ABC of Islamic Finance; Islamic Investment Tool: Sukuk; Concepts in De-

signing the New Islamic Finance Tools; Risk Management and Insurance (Takaful): IDB Experience; Mobilization of 

Financial Resources; Responsible and Ethical Investment and links with Sharia-compliant investment.

This four-day international program held numerous round tables led by experts: Islamic Finance: Challenges and 

Opportunities; Sukuk Market Overview; Legal Issues in Islamic Financial Contracts under different Jurisdictions; 

Sharia-Compliant Project Finance: Experience of NCB; Role of Masfaq in Entrepreneurship.
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The SCIEF-Casa Árabe Observatory

The SCIEF-Casa Árabe Observatory of Islamic Finance 

in Spain organized a conference on the standardization 

of Islamic Finance products on 24 January. Amongst 

the participants were the Deputy Secretary General of 

the Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic 

Financial Institutions (AAOIFI), Mr. Omar Ansary, who in-

tervened via videoconference from Manama (Bahrain), 

and representatives of the Spanish National Securities 

Market Commission (CNMV, as per the Spanish acron-

ym). 

The AAOIFI is an Islamic international autonomous non-for-profit corporate body that prepares accounting, auditing, 

governance, ethics and Sharia standards for Islamic financial institutions and the finance industry. Established in 1991 

and based in Bahrain, the AAOIFI is the leading international organization primarily responsible for development and 

issuance of standards for the global Islamic finance industry. It has issued a total of 100 standards in the areas of Sharia, 

accounting, auditing, ethics and governance, which are currently followed by all the leading Islamic financial institu-

tions across the world and have introduced a progressive degree of harmonization of international Islamic finance 

practices. It is supported by a number of institutional members, including central banks and regulatory authorities, 

financial institutions, accounting and auditing firms, and legal firms, from over 45 countries.

The conference was open to the members of the SCIEF-Casa Árabe Observatory of Islamic Finance in Spain and other 

institutions and experts interested in the area.

The Vice Secretary General of AAOIFI, Omar Ansary, gave a conference called AAOIFI´s Role in the Standardization of 

the Islamic Finance Industry and Implications for its Development at a Global Scale. After him, Eduardo Manso, Head 

of Financial and Corporate Reports Department of CNMV, gave the talk Duties and Responsibilities of the Financial 

Reporting Department in the CNMV.

AAOIFI, The Standardization of Islamic finance Products: 
achievements & challenges 
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Webinar with Omar Ansary, AAOIFI

Invited experts and members

Celia de Anca, Director, SCIEF 

Carolina Andérez, Head of State’s Account Legal Services, CESCE 

Ángel Benito, Board Member, CNMV 

Alfredo Cabellos, Partner, Watson Farley Williams 

Guillermo Canalejo, Partner, Uria Menéndez 

Luis Casado, Director General, ARESBANK                             

Enrique Gil, Triodos Bank  

Radi Hamudeh, Director General, BMCE 

Guillermo Hombravella, Grupo Santander  

Matías Herkommer, Grupo Santander             

Mª Pilar de l’Hotellerie-Fallois, Associate Director General Interna-

tional Affairs, Bank of Spain  

Eduardo Manso, Head of Financial and Corporate Reports De-

partment, CNMV 

Bruno Martín, Professor of Law, Comillas Pontifical University 

Pedro Martínez-Avial, Director General, Casa Árabe 

David de Miguel, Deputy Director, Strategy and Institutional Rela-

tions, CNMV 

Fernando Mínguez, Cuatrecasas 

Alejo Molina, Independent Consultant  

Carmen de la Orden, Professor, King Juan Carlos University 

Olivia Orozco, Coordinator, Education and Economics, Casa Árabe 

Isabel Pastor, Head of Enforcement & Cooperation and Senior Advi-

sor, Special Projects, IOSCO 

Miguel Prado, Deloitte 

Gonzalo Rodríguez, Coordinator General, SCIEF 

José Antonio Rodríguez, Partner, Marimón Abogados

 

Germán Rodríguez, Professor of Islamic Finance, IE Business 

School 

Ignacio de la Torre, Professor, IE Business School 

Santiago Yraola, Deputy Director, International Affairs Directora-

te, CNMV
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Monthly Seminars
SCIEF continues its collaboration with the activities organized 

by the King Abdulaziz University & the Paris-Sorbonne Univer-

sity Chair for Ethics and Financial Norms (CEFN). Some finance 

students and professors from the IE Business School have atten-

ded these engaging seminars and have shown real interest in 

the subject.

 

The Seminar ‘Establishing Islamic insuran-

ce in French Law’ took place on 11 December 2017. 

 

It is a fact that insurance is vital for individuals and businesses. 

But the access to Islamic insurance in France remains very limi-

ted, given the foreign character of this discipline with regard 

to French law. With the introduction of some Islamic insurance 

products to French law, the debate on the prospects of this sec-

tor in France is increasing. Regulating insurance organizations 

in two separate codes, “Insurance Code” and “Mutuality Code”, 

the French legislator offers a wide range of legal forms to ac-

commodate various legal philosophies behind the insurance 

operation. This article explores the possibilities of establishing 

Islamic insurance products in France by analyzing the compati-

bility between the principles of Islamic insurance and the struc-

tures offered by the French legislator. Special care is given to the 

analysis of the cooperative forms offered by the French codifi-

cations, which are still attractive to the cooperative philosophy 

of Islamic insurance. Then, some legal solutions are exposed to 

finally conclude with a panorama of Islamic insurance products 

marketed in France.

The Seminar ‘OneGram: The First Cryptocurrency Physically Bac-

ked By Gold and Sharia Compliant’ took place on 10 January 

2018.  

About eight years ago, a cryptographer working under the pseu-

donym Satoshi Nakamoto introduced Bitcoin as a digital analogy 

to gold: limited in supply, but secured by modern cryptography, 

and made for the internet age. Following Satoshi’s footsteps, 

many tried to improve Satoshi’s original vision, and thousands of 

alternative cryptocurrencies were born.

Establishing Islamic insurance in French law 

by Dr. Mohyedine HAJJAR

OneGram: The First Physically Backed By 

Gold and Shariah Compliant Cryptocurrenc 

by Mr. Ibrahim Mohammed
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Despite significant recent developments and innovation, the mar-

ket for cryptocurrencies remains very niche. Cryptocurrencies still 

have shortcomings that discourage mainstream use, in particular 

high volatility and barriers to entry. It’s also worth noting that exis-

ting cryptocurrencies have not been designed with Islamic mar-

kets in mind. While the 1.6 billion Muslims make up over 23 percent 

of the world population, many Muslims simply can’t use cryptocu-

rrencies because of their restricted legal status and high barriers to 

entry in many countries in the Islamic world.

OneGram aims to solve these issues by using blockchain technolo-

gy to create a new kind of cryptocurrency, where each coin is bac-

ked by one gram of gold at launch.

In addition, each transaction of OneGram Coin (OGC) generates a 

small transaction fee which is reinvested in more gold (net of ad-

min costs), thus increasing the amount of gold that backs each 

OneGram. Therefore, each OGC increases in real value over time, 

making OneGram unique among cryptocurrencies.

The Seminar ‘A Framework for ICO Regulation,  Focus on the French 

case’ took place on 7 February 2018.

SCIEF  invited Dr. Antonios Kouroutakis, Professor at IE Busi-

ness School, and organized the Seminar ‘Sharia Law in Greece‘. 

 The Seminar ‘Sharia Law in Greece’ took place on 14 March 2018.

Greece, officially the Hellenic Republic, has a special relationship 

between state and religion. Although the Constitution of Greece 

explicitly recognizes the Eastern Orthodox Church of Christ as the 

official religion of the state, at the same time, Greece is the only 

country in Europe that recognizes the law of Sharia for its Muslim 

citizens. This is due to its international obligations deriving from 

the Treaty of Lausanne (1923), which was signed by the Ottoman 

Empire and the Allied French Republic, British Empire, Kingdom 

of Italy, Empire of Japan, Kingdom of Greece, and the Kingdom 

of Romania. Quite recently, the Greek Government amended the 

legal framework to make the application of Sharia law voluntary 

on the agreement of the parties. The aim of this presentation is 

to explain the status and the scope of Sharia law within the Greek 

legal order.

A Framework for ICO Regulation 

Focus on the French casec 

by Prof. Dr. Pierre-Charles Pradier

Sharia Law in Greece 

by Dr. Antonios Kouroutakis
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4th Mediterranean Islamic Finance Forum in Barcelona

International Conferences

Mr. Germán Rodríguez, a researcher at SCIEF, gave the lecture ‘Humanistic Finance’ at 

GPAS Istanbul on 16 November 2017.

Humanity is seeking answers to the consequences of global financial crises. Knowled-

geable, conscious and powerful people gather in GPAS Istanbul and put a new finan-

cial system into practice. It was a call and meet-up for collaboratıon and sharing. It is 

a brave new world.

Conference ‘Humanistic Finance’  at GPAS Istanbul

The The General Council for Islamic Banks and Financial Institutions, the global umbrella of Islamic financial institutions, the Association 

of the Mediterranean Chambers of Commerce and Industry (ASCAME), and the Chamber of Commerce of Barcelona have successfully 

launched the 4th Mediterranean Islamic Finance Forum, called “Islamic Finance: Focus on Strategies for the Mediterranean & Africa”, 

today at Casa Llotja de Mar in Barcelona, Spain. The event saw the attendance of leaders from the banking sector, business leaders, regu-

lators and policymakers from the Mediterranean, Europe and the Middle East. The forum explored the future of Islamic banking through 

innovation and strategic regional & international positioning, and discussed strategies for empowering women in the role they play in 

the development of Islamic finance.

Mr. Gonzalo Rodriguez, General Coordinator of the Saudi-Spanish Center for Islamic Economics & Finance, was a panelist in the session. 

He focused on exploring the potential of Sukuk in the Mediterranean and Africa, and the branding of Islamic finance.
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Mr. Gonzalo Rodríguez, SCIEF General Coordinator, participated in the conference ‘Leaders of Tomorrow: Fostering Entrepreneurship and 

Leadership Skills’, a panel discussion amongst training and education institutes and industry leaders on how to address the dearth of 

human capital in the Islamic finance industry. 

The 24th Annual World Islamic Banking Conference took place in Bahrein from 4 to 6 December 2017. The World Islamic Banking Confe-

rence (WIBC) gathers the most prominent leaders and experts in Islamic finance industry under one platform to discuss the future of this 

rapidly growing segment of the financial services industry. As such, the gathering provides a fantastic opportunity to chart the direction 

and path of the industry, while exploring the key frontiers and opportunities that this industry provides.

24th Annual World Islamic Banking Conference
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2018: Consolidation and / or risks. New economic and 
geopolitical realities

International Conferences

Dr. Celia de Anca, SCIEF Director, participated in the round table “Present and future in 

the Middle East and the Mediterranean” within the framework of the Seminar “2018: 

CONSOLIDATION AND / OR RISKS. New economic and geopolitical realities“, organized 

by CEI International Affairs with the collaboration of: Obra Social ”La Caixa “, the Master in 

Internationalization UB and the Master Financial Markets UB. The Seminar took place on 

10 May 2018 in Barcelona. The SCIEF Director highlighted the important role that Islamic 

finance can play in the region.

In 2018, the interactions between economic and geopolitical dimensions become visible 

as particularly intense. The role of Europe is undefined, both in the internal front and 

in its external role. In our closest environment, the Mediterranean continues to present 

frictions, derived both from economic inequalities and political turbulence in several of 

its areas. The aspects that deserve reflection and analysis are therefore especially broad.

Dr. Celia de Anca, SCIEF Director, gave a lecture in the framework of the Seminar “Present and Future of the Islamic Finance” on 6 March 

2018. The Seminar, presented by the Euro-Arab Foundation and held in Granada, generated a space for academic and professional deba-

te on Islamic finance and banking, giving answers and raising questions about the functioning of this financial system, its economic and 

ethical components and describing the relationship between finance, banking and Islam in an environment that is not predominantly 

Islamic.

Seminar ‘Present and Future of the Islamic Finance ‘ 
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ICEX-AFIN: Seminars on Maghreb and Egypt

Gonzalo Rodríguez, SCIEF General Coordinator, gave a lecture on 

Islamic Finance in the framework of the ICEX-AFIN Seminar on 

Maghreb and Egypt, on 5 June 2018.

ICEX Spain Exports and Investments organizes a series of seminars on Maghreb and Egypt with the participation of the Economic and 

Commercial Offices of Spain in Algiers, Casablanca, Cairo, Rabat and Tunisia with the aim of presenting the main business opportunities 

for Spanish companies in the region.

The companies had the opportunity to gain an in-depth understanding of financing provided by multilateral organizations and by the 

countries themselves, as well as to discover the public instruments for internationalization that are available to Spanish companies.

There was a review of the Islamic finances, which although in some countries are still marginal, increasingly offer a way of financing 

alternative to conventional finance.

Gonzalo Rodríguez, General Coordinator of SCIEF, participated as a 

speaker at the Barcelona Scientific Forum for Islamic Finance on 10 

May 2018. This forum, which is organized annually in Barcelona, offers 

the opportunity to meet with experts in Islamic economics and finan-

ce, as well as to get an update on the developments in this growing 

sector around the world. Each year it is dedicated to a specific topic. 

The goal of this Forum is to generate and promote research in the field 

of Islamic economics and finance, present articles that accompany the 

Barcelona Scientific Forum for Islamic Finance

development and continuous evolution of this sector, create a space for the exchange of ideas and thoughts among experts, resear-

chers and investors, financial entities and those individuals interested in Islamic Finance.
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Publications

De Anca, Celia, Is Morality-Based Islamic Economics an Answer to the Global Financial Crisis? (Jean-Yves Moisseron) 

(2014). Journal of King Abdulaziz University: Islamic Economics, Vol. 27, No. 1, 2014. Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/

abstract=3085395

Abstract 

Today, the global financial world needs everyone to bring about a fairer society. Are Islamic finance and other ethical 

financial ideas leading the new financial system towards that direction? It is probably too early to tell, but what can be 

affirmed is that some of its features will definitively open a new fairer channel between the savings of the many and 

the needs of many.

Is MoralIty-Based IslaMIc econoMIcs an answer to the  

GloBal FInancIal crIsIs? 

Interview with the General Coordinator of SCIEF, Gonzalo Rodríguez, in the Uruguayan newspaper with the largest national circulation, El País. 

Gonzalo Rodríguez was interviewed by the head of Economy Luis Custodio. The interview waspublished on 29 December 2017.

a parallel FInancIal systeM In Full swInG

Research

Global Media

SCIEF General Coordinator Gonzalo Rodríguez wrote an opinion column about the announcement of the signing of nine Saudi players 

by Spanish football teams that opened a new way of business. The article was published in one of the most prestigious economic 

newspapers in Spain,  CincoDías (El País), on 13 February 2018.

saudI araBIa rIses to FIrst dIvIsIon
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Publications

Banking is among the industries most heavily impacted by digital transformation. In the Middle East, Islamic finance is laying the 

groundwork for technology-driven growth by opening up new opportunities and a new conception of banking institutions. Develo-

pment banks in this area are also fostering this transformation by acting as platforms for technological stimulus and innovation. Celia 

de Anca, Director of the Center for Diversity at IE Business School, discussed these issues with Ahmed Elkhodary, Director of Strategy 

and Transformation at the Islamic Development Bank (IDB). Headquartered in Saudi Arabia, the IDB fosters economic development and 

social progress in member countries and in Muslim communities by providing financing and loans for business projects and initiatives.

ahMed elkhodary: “we need a paradIGM shIFt In IslaMIc FInance”

Global Media

Dr. Celia de Anca, SCIEF Director, is quoted several times in the article publis-

hed by Financial Times titled ‘Growth of Islamic finance drives demand for 

degrees’, focused on the Islamic finance.

The Saudi-Spanish Center for Islamic Economics and Finance appears in the 

article as a reference within the financial sector in the world.

Dr. Celia de Anca asserts in the article that “It’s a handicap not to have 

knowledge of Islamic finance.”

FInancIal tIMes: Growth oF IslaMIc FInance drIves deMand For deGrees
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End of the academic year party (2017-2018)

PARTNERS HIGHLIGHTS

On April 25 2018, Islamic Economics Institute held party for end of 

the academic year 2017-2018 to honor the outgoing staff and best 

performing administrative staffs of the institute. The award cere-

mony was led by Dr Marwan Andejany, Vice Dean of IEI.

PARTNERS HIGHLIGHTS

The Advisory Council of the Islamic Economics Institute 
holds its First Meeting

On April 11, 2018, first meeting of Advisory council was held in 

the President’s office.  The meeting was chaired by Dr. Yousuf 

bin Abdul Aziz Al Turki, Vice-Dean for Graduate Studies and 

Research. The dean presented the achievements of IEI to the 

members. Various issues and proposals were discussed with 

focus on future of IEI and Vision 2030 of Kingdom of Saudia 

Arabia. 

Self-image Training Program for 3rd Sector
Between April 11 and 13, 2018 Institute of Islamic Economics 

organized specialized training program for third sector with 

focus on “reputation management strategies and build a 

mental image of the third sector”.
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Meeting of Heads of the Departments of Islamic Economics No. (13) 
April 5 2018, 13th Meeting of Heads of the Departments of Islamic Econo-

mics was held at  Bin Mehfooz hall  in Faculty of Economics Administration. 

King Abdulaziz University.

The meet was inagurated by Dr Yusuf Bin Abdulaziz Turki, Vice President for 

graduate studies and scientific research under the patronage of President 

Prof Abdul Rahman bin Alyoubi. The meeting disccussed in detail on the dra-

ft text book  ‘Financing and Investment in Waqf’ (in Arabic)prepared by Isla-

mic Economic Institute under Dr Hicham Hamza as chief editor; other editors 

mat AlMustafa, and Dr Walid Mansour. 

IEI Signs a Memorandum of Understanding with The Institute of Finance
On 21 February 2018, Dr Abdulah Turkistani signed  on behalf of president 

Prof Abdul Rahman bin Alyoubi , memorandum of understanding for joint 

cooperation between IEI and The Institute of Finance of SAMA to enhance 

research and promote Islamic Finance.  On behalf of The Institute of Finance 

Prof Thamer Bin Mohamed Alessa, General Manager of the Institute signed 

the agreement, in Riyadh. 

Dr Kaleem Alam’s  lecture on ‘State economic terror and its conse-
quences on development: Case of India’

On 18 February 2018, Dr Kaleem Alam presented a paper on ‘Sta-

te economic terror and its consequences on development: Case 

of India’  in Session “Economic development and elimination of 

poverty: Role of these values on the national scene”, Conference 

on ‘Towards Equity, Justice and Fraternity in Contemporary India’,  

organized by Institute of Objective Studies at Constitution Club of 

India, New Delhi.

of the book are Dr Ali Nadvi, Dr Abdulrazak Belabes, Dr Es-
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Islamic Finance and Venture Capital: Options  
for the Indian Economy
On 16 February 2018, Dr Kaleem Alam’s co-edited book ‘Islamic Finance 

and Venture Capital: Options for the Indian Economy’ was released by Ins-

titute of Objective Studies (New Delhi based NGO in consultative status 

(Roster) with the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) of the UN). The 

book is distributed by Genuine Publications and Media Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi. 

In March 2018 Issue of Kyoto Bulletin of Islamic Area Studies  Vol 11, Dr 

Abderrazak Belabes ‘s article on ‘Teaching Entrepreneurial Finance in 

Saudi Arabia: An Overview and Prospects’ was published (pp. 98-105).

Teaching Entrepreneurial Finance in Saudi Arabia: An Overview and 
Prospects 

MONTHLY SEMINARS
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